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PREFACE
The Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote
Sensing is a multiyear program of research, development, evaluation, and appli-
cation of aerospace remote sensing for agricultural resources, which began in
fiscal year 1980. This program is a cooperative effort of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (U.S. Department of C, nerce), the
Agency for International Development (U.S. Department of State), and the
U.S. Department of the Interior.
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ACRONYMS
ASCII	 American Standard 'haracter Code for Information Interchange
ASME	 Agricultural Soil Moisture Experiment
ADAS	 Auxiliary Data Annotation System
CCT	 computer compatible tape
EBCDIC	 Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code
JSC	 !vndon B. Johnson Space Center
MFMR	 Multifrequency microwave radiometer
NASA	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NERDAS	 Navigational Earth Resources Data Annotation System
PCM	 pulse-code modulated
PRT	 Precision Radiation Thermometer
SAL	 Sensor Analysis Laboratory
SAS	 Statistical Analysis System
1. INTRODUCTION
Multifrequency microwave radiometer (MFMR) measurements were taken by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) C-130 aircraft at 1000
and 1500 feet above ground level as part of the Agricultural Soil Moisture
Experiment (ASME). This experiment was conducted near Colby, Kansas, on
July 18, 20, 21, and 22, 1978, and on August 8, 9, and 11, 1978. These data
are a measure of the natural microwave emission of the targets as seen by the
sensor. The MFMR is a group of sensors that collect data at five frequencies:
1.42, 5.0, 18.0, 22.5, and 37.0 GHz. location of these sensors on the
aircraft is shown in figure 1-1. Each sensor collected data by viewing the
ground with either a 00 or 400
 incidence angle; only one incidence angle could
be used at any one time. Because of mechanical incompatibility of their
antennas, the 1.42 and 5.0 GHz frequencies could not be used simultaneously.
Soil samples from several layers were collected from preselected fields of
approximately 40 acres on each of the 7 days of flight. These samples were
weighed, oven-dried, and weighed again so that the moisture content of the
layers could be calculated. The moisture contents wi;l be used for comparison
with the MFMR data.
Simultaneously with the MFMR data collection, the Precision Radiation
Thermometer Model 5 (PRT-5) measured the infrared temperature of the emitting
surface. Knowledge of this temperature may allow the conversion of the MFMR
antenna temperatures to emissivities.
A method of converting the MFMR and oRT-5 computer compatible tape (CCT) data
Into disk files is outlined in this document. Each disk file will contain the
date, the MFMR data, the PRT-5 temperature data, and the ground reference posi-
tion of the data within the sampled field. This conversion is accomplished by














































































2. REQUIRED INPUT DATA
As the aircraft flew down the flight line, the WMR and PRT-5 data were
recorded on tape in an analog format. The tapes were sent to the Sensor
Analysis Laboratory (SAL) located at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC),
Building 15. At the SAL, the analog data were digitized and recorded on tape
along with the Auxiliary Data Annotation System (ADAS) data time of acquisi-
tion. Each record in the file also contains the roll, pitch, and drift angles
along with the altitude, ground speed, and true heading of the aircraft. The
data and flight parameters were measured approximately every 0.6 second.
A great deal of aerial photography was collected as part of the ASKS.
Photographs taken at an altitude of 8000 feet were used to construct con-
trolled strip mosaics of each flight line. Additional aerial photography was
acquired as the aircraft collected the MFMR data. The acquisition time and
frame number of every photograph were recorded on the analog data system.
This made it possible to determine the aircraft's position at the frame times.
The camera positions and frame numbers were plotted on transparent overlays by
the JSC Cartographic Technology Laboratory. Additional overlays were made
showing the location of the sampled fields in each flight line. All overlays




The MFMR data as provided by the SAL are grouped into records with a length of
160 characters. Some characters in each record are written to the American
Standard Character Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) character code. The
rest of the characters are in binary form. The computer used in this study is a
National Advanced Systems AS/3000 which uses the Extended Binary-Coded-Decimal
Interchange Code (EBCDIC) for character representation. Therefore, before the
ground registration of the data can begin, the ASCII and binary characters must
be converted to EBCDIC. This is accomplished by a FORTRAN program called
CONVERT. A listing of the program and its execute file are given in appendix A.
The program reads in the data, does the character conversion, and reformats the
data to a record length of 132 characters so that a printed copy can be
obtained. The data file from the SAL can contain three types of records: cali-
bration, baseline, and data. The program CONVERT will write each to a separate
file in EBCDIC representation. A sample listing of the output data file is
shown in appendix A. The column titles are added for clarity but are not
actually written to the data file. Note that at this point all columns have
numbers in them, even if the sensor was turned off during the run. To identify
the useful data, *;he file identification code must be referenced. Only the
useful data will be placed in the file output by the final processing program.
3.2 MFMR PROGRAM
The second program used to process the MFMR and PRT-5 data is a FORTRAN program
called MFMR. A listing of the program and its execute file are given in
appendix A. This program reads in the reformatted and converted data file and
computes the location of the aircraft's negative z-axis intersection with the
ground in a scene-based coordinate system. The MFMR program refers to the
camera location but, as clearly shown in figure 1-1 of section 1, the W14R
sensors have an along-track displacement from the camera. The sensor displace-
ments and beamwldths are listed in table 3-1. To obtain the location of the
sensor footprint center, the displacement must be added to the along-track
displacement.
3-1




Band Freouency Wavelength Half-power Null to null(GHz) ^cm) (ft)
L 1.4 21.2 +25.0 16.0 40.0
C 5.0 6.0 +25.0 4.5 12.0
Ku 18.0 1.66 -42.0 5.0 14.0
K 22.0 1.36 -42.0 5.0 14.0
Ka 31.0 0.81 -42.0 4.0 12.0
Three inputs from the terminal are requested by the program. The first input,
called AMISS, is the distance (in feet) of the aircraft toward the north from
the southern field boundaries if the flight line runs east-west. If the
flight line runs north-south, then AMISS is the distance toward the west from
the eastern field boundaries. AMISS is measured at the beginning of the
flight line. The second input, called YUP, is the crosstrack distance (in
feet) that the aircraft ' s position changed between the beginning and the end
of the flight line. rigure 3-1 is a diagram of a flight line and shows the
distances represented by AMISS and YUP. Both inputs are measured with the
overlay on the strip mosa ic. The final requested input is a three - symbol
numeric identifier called Code. The Codes used for the ASME MFMR data are
shown in table 3-2.
TABLE 3-2.- IDENTIFICATION CODES FOR THE COLBY ASME DATA
Code Day, 1918 Sensor Polarization
1 199 (July 18) 13.3 GHz Scatterometer Like
2 201 (July 20) 4.15 GHz Scatterometer Cross
3 202 (July 21) 1.6 GHz Scattercr,* ter Horizontal receive
4 2C3 (July 22) 0.4 GHz Scatterometer Vertical receive
5 220 (August 8) 00 L, Ku, K, Ka MFMR Horizontal and vertical receive
6 221 (August 9) 40' L. Ku, K. Ka MFMR
1 223 (August 11) 0° C MFMR












































Program MFMR creates an output file that contains the downtrack and crosstrack
locations of the airplane with respect to the beginning of the flight line.
This file also contains the corresponding MFMR data values for those locations
and the time that the data were acquired. Time of data acquisition is no Ion-
ger needed for MFMR data ground registration, but it will be used to register
the PRT-5 data acquired simultaneously.
3.3 MPLOT PROGRAM
The third program, MPLOT, is a Statistical Analysis System (SAS) program which
reads the file output by program MFMR and plots the aircraft's ground track
along with one band of corresponding MFMR data. The plot is at the same scale
as the strip mosaics. A program listing is given in appendix A, and a portion
of the plot is shown in figure 3-2. At this point in the analysis, the MFMR
data are referenced by the distance (in feet) downtrack and the distance from
the southern or eastern field boundaries, depending upon the direction of the
flight line. it is necessary to know the ground reference position of the
data within the sampled fields. This is accomplished by using the overlays in
conjunction with the plot. Both overlays, one with photographic position and
the other with field boundaries, are placed on the plot in the following
manner. First, a time is found when the aircraft's flight parameters are
available and when an aerial photograph was taken. The time represented by
each asterisk in the flight-path plot can be found by using the exclamation
points plotted alongside. The exclamation points are time marks when the
aircraft clock was at the minute or a multiple of 10 seconds after the minute.
Next, the overlays are placed on the plot so that the photographic position
from the overlay is on top of the asterisk representing the same time. The
solid line paralleling the plot of the flight path should be even with the
southern field boundaries for an east-west flight or with the eastern field
boundaries for a north-south flight. Figure 3-3 is an illustration of the
plot with the overlays in place. The downtrack distance (in feet) of each
field's closest boundary to the beginning of the flight line is read from the
plot. These distances, along with the dimensions of the corresponding fields,
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When the procedure is carried out in the manner described above, a di crepancy
may become apparent. If the overlay and plot were registered at an ext %*
end of the flight line, the overlay and plot positions may not match at the
opposite end of the line. This is caused by a lack of sufficient accuracy in
the recording of the aircraft's flight parameters. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that the overlay and plot be registered near each sampled field before
the downtrack distances are read.
3.4 MGRID PROGRAM
The final processing program, called MGRID, reads in the boundary data file,
the file created by program WMR, and the corresponding file of PRT-5 data. A
listing of program MGRID and its execute file are given in appendix A.
Program MGRID determines which MFMR data lie within a sampled field and
calculates the location of the sensor footprints with respect to the northern
and western field boundaries. The program then searches through the PRT data
to find the infrared temperatures that correspond to the footprints. One
output file is created for each sampled field within the flight line. The
output files can then be combined in the manner which best suits the analysis
technique that will be used.
3-7
APPENDIX A
PROGRAM AND DATA LISTINGS
APPENDIX A
PROGRAM AND DATA LISTINGS
The following data are presented in this appendix.
a. CONVERT FORTRAN
b. CONVERT EXEC
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r lLE O)EF 11 Qg [SK tit EDATA A (PERM pE CFM F LREE L ))22 RLK$5 jjjE ) z
F1LEnEF 13 
T 
SK &I YMFMQ A (PERM RECFM F LBECL ^12 RLKSIZE ^32
Fjjf,f) F IS RMNAL (PERM







	 SAS	 A	 FOOL / JOHNSON SPACE CENTER














11 X f ?0000 TMFN OUT PUT PART21
Poor P1.0 OATA•PACTII
PjnT X*Y .. A • TTIC•^!^ x*r22 n X*v/nVFRL_Ar
MAXIS- -inOn Tn 900o0 Pr A00
^• Ar'.: 0 TO 4n000 q r 100
M$P:.i r •	 n VSPACEE• R
MRF`=; ; "0^ 3150 6500V1uFF•0	 4 000 Rr 5000
VPnS=XSn 1
Pzor PLOT OATA nPART11
PI.nT X • Y • I* • X• rTIC• X T f 11•r2•'--/OVFRLAr
+AXI(S=-.3000 TO 9000 Rr 1 00
VAX S • 20000 TV 0.2000 Br 1000
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N OMF MES FOND EACH $ AMPPwESLITIILC ALONGTHE LIGH LINE.	 I




STHEONUMBlR bF A MINUTES PAST THE HOUR ON THE0.
	N% DAS C OCK




	PTEMP• n ARRAY C NTAINING THE PRT-5 TEMP RATyWES.
P	 RANGE • IH TEEMPERATURE RANGE SETTT NG UN TH PW-5
TAT	 • TNC ARRAY CONTAINING THE it^TAL AIR EMPtMATUWE
A[ MEASURED A THE AIRCRAFT
THE INPUT VAO I A HLES FRON UNIT 9 APE:
` 2.jC3 n ?E TAy1E IN T XT FOR EXPLANATION
I N 	. H Fi	 IN NUMHEW
WIINH Nn 	 LIMM	 RUl((M F M
Mf MNX • 
j
jM QQWNTNA K p I
f
$TANCE IIN FEETI Of TM UA1/
MFMRY n T M BISTANC TO THE SOUTHERN/EASit HN F^ELD
dou AWIES
IMFMR • THE ARRAY CONTAINING THE RADIOMETER UATA
THE INPUTS FROM UNIT 10 ARE:
IFLU	 AN ARRAY
START n T I L DS, IN ?HECI( Aip I 5^ ,?HT 4S5NNO`Mtl^^SFOfLUSEINAT++EEl,1NE
XW OEE * iTni LENGTH pF TnE f LDS IA UNGTwALK)
Yr^DE n THE WIDTH Uf THE FIlLOS (CRpSSTRACK:
THE OUTPUT VARIANLES ARE:
1C1.IC2.IC3•IFL	 A9pjt
X	 • NUMNLR OF ^	 fRCM NOF+iHERN fItLU HOUNUARYEEET	 C
Y	 n NUMdLR OF FEET FwOM THE W TERN FIELO bOUNUAMT 	 C
MFMR n THE ARRAY OF THE PADIOMETEa DATA	 C
THEE WRIT STAT MENT USED IS DEEPENDENT UPON ThE
ATA TrP	 ME H1iNiCAL L ]MITATIONS PREVEN T S L BANU AND	 C
RAND FwOM bE NG ACOUIRtD SIMULTANEOUSLY. FUR THE CU(bf	 C
XPEPIM NT. THE KU. K AND KA HANO SENSORS WERE TUWNEU UN	 C^
WHENEVER THE 	 L-dANO WAS ON. THE C-bANU SENSOR WAS UPLPATED 	 C[
C	 dY ITSELF. C 
t^ 	 ss C	 CC	 C	 cCCCCCC E4S4C1.scT 














READ THE INPUT FILES 	 MGw00540MUWUOOOO
READ (9.100)1CI•IC2•IC3•]I INE.IRIIN.MFMHA(II+Mf mor(I).	 M(aN00h10
6 1IMFMR( •N).N n • 91.11 MElll	 MGw000110
100 FORMA 13 1• %•
	 • %• {1+ X.	 x. 5.4X.	 %.	 MGR00630
1%• 4• l• }. X• { 4• %•I
	
K• 4. X• 3• X•`4. %• 3.L %• 	MG400640




ADI`, • SOO11•E NO, IIMF Mwx(M)• MFmWY IM)•(I•+F.Iw IM.N). N- I. IN). I T I ME IMI M GGW0007O
101	 FOR 4A^18X.15.1X•15..9x.1..IA.	 M(.R00660
i	 ((•I4•^X•(3•(X•(4.1X+13.1z•14•I%•I]•IA.^4.lA.l!•[%. 	 NGw00790
42
13:1A
1%. 3. X. 4• x• 3.2 X .I4 . 1X• 3.1A.14.1A	 3.3X.161	 MUWO0NO
1 NUMB.M	 MGW56110muwJ0 Jt01 C UNTZZ I N^^.15
	
Mt,1,U0730
D READIIO.lUZ.ENU • 12)IFLO(N).STAwT(NI.% w lU t (NI. Tw i U(iN	M(,4UOT40
102	 FOR MATII	 IX.F r .I.)X.F6.I.IAJ f),I	 1,,WUO7SU2 NFLUS.N	 •4GW00 T(,O
11 00 400 MK=1+400	 HGa00TT0
wt AD12.404.	
5.
G'IU •4U1II M IN.^ , 	 PTE.4VIMKI.IkAtjut. TAT IMKI	 046.UU1130











































F(KCHK.LT .0)PTIMEIMK ► =PTIME(MK)-60000
400 CONTINUE
C

























F( L NE. GE. 6)YW=0.0
F(IL NE.GT.4)G0 TO 45
C

















C THIS SECTION IS FOR LONGITUDINAL FLIGHT LINES
C
































J; :,`^ i i o'^'.
r lLE: MGRID	 FORTRAN	 0	 EOOL / JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
333 CONTINUE MGK01590
00	 6 KK=I•NPTS MGR01600
M14FMR(KK)=MFMPIKK.3) MGRUIblO













STOP MIiRO l 720
ENO MGR01730
MGRZ1740
THIS SUBROUTINE MATCHES THE PRT-5 DATA WITH THE MG.+ u1750
r. CURRESPONDlr4G MFMR DATA MGR01760
^ MGRU1770
SUBROUTINE




KMIN = 100000 MGR0^820
MKAX= MGKU d30





00	 1	 I=ISTART.400 MGRO 870

















GO TO 4 MGR01970
3 CONTINUE MGRUI900
4 DO 6	 I = I,NPTS MGR01990
UO 5 N=LF.LL MGR02000
IF(KTIME(Ii.GT.PTIME(N))GO	 TO 5 MGR0200
MGRO2010M=N-1
IDIFF=P1IME ( N1-PTIME ( M) MGRO2030
KDIFF=KTIMt M -PTIME(M) MGR02040
DIFF1=KUI FF*1.0 MGRO2050




APRT ( I) =DELP R T •RATIO - PR T(M) MGRU21p0
MU^tU2110ATAT(I)=DELTAT'RATIO- TAT(M)
GO TO 6 MGRO2120
5 CONTINUE MGR02130
b CONTINUE MGR02140
RF_TURN MGR02150
ENO, MGRO2160
A-11
L.
